Abstract Observations performed by the Earth Observing System Microwave Limb Sounder instrument on board the Aura satellite from 2004 to 2009 (2004 to 2014) were used to investigate the 27 day solar rotational cycle in mesospheric OH (O 3 ) and the physical connection to geomagnetic activity. Data analysis was focused on nighttime measurements at geomagnetic latitudes connected to the outer radiation belts (55°N/S-75°N/S). The applied superposed epoch analysis reveals a distinct 27 day solar rotational signal in OH and O 3 during winter in both hemispheres at altitudes >70 km. The OH response is positive and in-phase with the respective geomagnetic activity signal, lasting for 1-2 days. In contrast, the O 3 feedback is negative, delayed by 1 day, and is present up to 4 days afterward. Largest OH (O 3 ) peaks are found at~75 km, exceeding the 95% significance level and the measurement noise of <2% (<0.5%), while reaching variations of +14% (À7%) with respect to their corresponding background. OH at 75 km is observed to respond to particle precipitation only after a certain threshold of geomagnetic activity is exceeded, depending on the respective OH background. The relation between OH and O 3 at 75 km in both hemispheres is found to be nonlinear. In particular, OH has a strong impact on O 3 for relatively weak geomagnetic disturbances and accompanying small absolute OH variations (<0.04 ppb). In contrast, catalytic O 3 depletion is seen to slow down for stronger geomagnetic variations and OH anomalies (0.04-0.13 ppb), revealing small variations around À0.11 ppm.
Introduction
Electrons with energy levels of several keV-MeV can enter mesospheric regions while guided by the Earth's magnetic field lines, primarily between 55°and 75°geomagnetic latitudes, which are equivalent to the area of the aurora region/radiation belts. This particle precipitation leads to the production of odd hydrogen (HO x = H + OH + HO 2 ) from water vapor via positive ion chemistry involving water clusters [e.g., Solomon et al., 1981] . However, this process is only efficient at altitudes from 60 to 80 km. Furthermore, HO x is responsible for the catalytic O 3 depletion at these mesospheric heights [e.g., Lary, 1997] , but the direct impact is restricted to the source region due to the short chemical lifetime of HO x of less than 1 day at altitudes <80 km [Brasseur and Solomon, 2005, Figure 5 .27]. Considering that O 3 is a major contributor to radiatively induced heating and cooling rates at mesospheric altitudes below~80 km, further impact on temperature and circulation is possible.
Satellite observations presented by Damiani et al. [2008] showed that at high latitudes (75°-82°) during winter 2005, solar particle events lead to the formation of OH, which is accompanied by O 3 depletion. More recently, Andersson et al. [2012] analyzed OH satellite data from 2004 to 2009. They found a measurable positive effect from electron precipitation on OH from 70 to 78 km at 55°-65°geomagnetic latitudes. The pattern is similar in both hemispheres but more obvious in the Northern Hemisphere. The continuation study by Andersson et al. [2014] also revealed considerable O 3 depletion at similar altitudes observed in three different satellite data sets from 2002 to 2012. The 27 day solar rotational cycle in tropical mesospheric OH satellite data was reported by Shapiro et al. [2012] , while Ruzmaikin et al. [2007] observed the solar 27 day effect in stratospheric O 3 at high latitudes during winter. However, the latter two studies focused on daytime photochemical responses to solar irradiance variability during the 27 day cycle. In contrast, the relation between the 27 day solar rotational cycle in geomagnetic activity and OH/O 3 measurements has, to our knowledge, not been investigated. Friederich et al. [2014] , however, showed that the 27 day signal in both solar UV radiation and geomagnetic activity influences NO 2 near the stratopause region. 
Data and Method

Data Filtering
The EOS MLS instrument on board the Sun-synchronous near-polar orbit Aura satellite has been nearly continuously operating since August 2004 [Waters et al., 2006] . The MLS instrument measures atmospheric species such as OH and O 3 among other trace gases during both day and night, using thermal emission of the rotational lines in the millimeter and submillimeter wavelength range. In this study we use the level 2 OH vmr (proxy for HO x ) and O 3 vmr data version 3.3/3.4 [Livesey et al., 2013] . The complete data set of O 3 vmr observations [Froidevaux et al., 2008] from August 2004 to August 2014 was analyzed, but a continuous OH vmr time series [Pickett et al., 2008] is only available from August 2004 to December 2009 due to aging of the corresponding radiometer.
Assuming that the particle precipitation impact is more important during the absence of H 2 O photolysis and the accompanying higher OH background, the focus was set on night measurements (solar zenith angle >96°). Nightly mean zonal means, covering 55°N/S-75°N/S geomagnetic latitudes, were calculated, if at least 50 accepted profiles were available. The geomagnetic latitudes were calculated by assuming a symmetrical dipole field and considering a wandering Earth's magnetic field pole. This algorithm was repeated for every retrieved OH (O 3 ) height level (Table 1) , ranging from 60 to 81 km (60 to 75 km). The presented altitudes are estimated from the respective pressure level of MLS observations and are used as the vertical coordinate in this study. Note that the lack of O 3 availability at 68 and 73 km is due to the coarser retrieval grid used for O 3 at pressures less than 0.1 hPa. Additionally, the calculation was individually performed for the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH) as well as for summer and winter conditions, defined by spring and autumn equinox. In detail NH summer/SH winter covers the period from 22 March to 19 September, while SH summer/NH winter extends from 24 September to 19 March.
Furthermore, the impact of large solar proton events (SPEs) was removed. A day was assumed to be considerably influenced by a large SPE if the corresponding >10 MeV proton flux, measured by the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites, exceeded the empirically determined threshold of 400 protons cm À2 s À1 sr
À1
. Note that this threshold is about 40 times larger than then commonly limit used to exclude SPEs, which is considered in the respective discussions. Additionally, the complete period between 1 day before an SPE and 5 (10) days afterward for OH (O 3 ) was excluded from further investigations. These limits were determined empirically, based on observations of SPE-induced OH and O 3 variations reported by Damiani et al. [2008] .
The Ap index (Ap), which is used here as a proxy for planetary geomagnetic disturbances in the ionosphere/magnetosphere, is derived from ground-based magnetometer measurements located at 13 different observatories between 46°and 63°geomagnetic latitudes. Note that the Ap provides no information about the actual fluxes or the particle energy levels nor the underlying source mechanisms causing the disturbance. But it is still a suitable indicator to estimate the magnitude of overall turbulence in the ionosphere/magnetosphere, which is equivalent to the occurrence probability of precipitating particles. Variations in the Ap arise from a combination of several mechanisms and include periodic and nonperiodic events of different time scales. The 27 day solar rotational signal in Ap is a persistent feature and generally evolves from corotating interaction regions (CIRs), which originate from long-lived coronal holes and contribute about 30%/70% to geomagnetic activity during solar maximum/outside the solar maximum [Richardson et al., 2000] . In comparison to coronal mass ejections (CMEs), CIRs are relatively weak and long lasting, while most of the energetic precipitating particles are delayed by a few days with respect to the Ap peak.
Superposed Epoch Analysis
A superposed epoch analysis (SEA) [Chree, 1913] was performed to investigate the mesospheric OH and O 3 response to particle precipitation. In the first step, the difference between the trace gas measurement (OH or O 3 ) of a certain day and the corresponding 27 day running mean centered at the day was calculated, representing the absolute deviation of the respective background (27 day running mean). This absolute difference was divided by the 27 day running mean and eventually multiplied by the factor of 100% for more convenient values. The results are referred to as OH or O 3 amplitude here. We subtracted the 27 day running mean to minimize O 3 variations with frequencies <1/27 d
À1
. Note that the Sun's rotational cycle is not exactly 27 day, but a sensitivity study revealed that changing the window size between 25 and 30 days leads to negligible differences in SEA results (not shown here). Furthermore, amplitudes were derived instead of absolute differences due to the considerable variability of trace gas vmrs with height, hemisphere, and season, as shown by the 5/10 year OH/O 3 climatology (Figure 1 ). In detail, OH vmrs are generally low at altitudes below 70 km (<0.5 ppb), but show strong increases above 75 km, which was also observed by Pickett et al. [2006] . O 3 is less variable compared to OH and reveals decreasing/increasing values with height during summer/winter. Seasonal variations in OH and O 3 are likely caused by the fact that the zonal mean nighttime measurements used here are closer to the pole during winter (~65°N/S geomagnetic latitudes) but shifted to lower geomagnetic mean latitudes in summer (~60°N/S). Furthermore, OH vmrs are slightly higher in the SH, while the opposite behavior is observed for O 3 vmrs. These interhemispheric differences might result from generally higher SH temperature and SH water vapor background, which could lead to increased OH abundance [Andersson et al., 2012] and eventually reduce the O 3 background compared to that in the NH.
In the next step, a day was defined as an event day if the difference between Ap value of this day and the corresponding 27 day running Ap mean exceeds 1 standard deviation of the Ap value. Additionally, the respective OH or O 3 amplitude has to be actually available at this day. The first criterion leads to the fact that smaller absolute Ap variations are regarded as an event during low geomagnetic activity, because the corresponding standard deviation of the Ap is small as well. Consequently, these events contribute to a lesser degree to the overall SEA response and all event days are more or less uniformly distributed through the complete time interval. Both selection criteria were chosen to obtain at least 50 event days per hemisphere-season interval to increase the statistical significance. In detail, the applied limits lead to 58 (NH summer), 123 (SH summer), 141 (NH winter), and 122 (SH winter) events for OH measurements. The number of event days for O 3 observations (117 NH summer, 209 SH summer, 245 NH winter, and 228 SH winter) is approximately doubled due to the longer O 3 data set. Lower numbers of event days originate from data gaps (not shown here). Further, note that successive event days are possible, if the respective criteria are valid. Finally, the daily Ap averages, as well as the OH and O 3 amplitudes of ±30 days around all events, were 
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individually arithmetically averaged to calculate the SEA signal. The SEA time interval of ±30 days was chosen to investigate the 27 day solar rotation cycle.
The significance of the obtained trace gas amplitudes and Ap signal was tested, using the error of the 27 day running mean while assuming the worst case of an absolute error propagation. The trace gas amplitudes were further validated by using the precision value, representing the radiance noise in the measurements that influences the retrieval of the trace gas data. The precision values of the individual data points were assumed to propagate independently throughout the calculation of the zonal mean and the SEA. As an intermediate step, the calculated zonal mean precision was divided by the respective zonal mean and multiplied by a factor of 100, and this relative precision error was used afterward. The results of the SEA for Ap during NH and SH winter for both OH and O 3 observation periods are displayed in Figures 2a and 2b , representing the general Ap characteristics. The Ap signals obtained reveal a distinct 27 day cycle in each hemisphere for both OH and O 3 measurement periods, showing a major peak at day 0 (=event day) and two secondary maxima at the days ±27. Note that no sharp peaks, restricted to only 1 day, are observed because successive days can be considered as event days, and the major fraction of precipitating energetic particles induced by CIR storms might be delayed by a few days with respect to the Ap peak. All three peaks are above the significance level of 99%, except for the secondary maxima of the investigated O 3 time interval, which still exceed the significance level of 95%. Also, weakly visible, but well below, the 2σ confidence level in both observation periods and hemispheres is minor maxima close to the days ±9 and ±18, which might be attributed to additionally occurring coronal holes on the Sun that lead to more than one CIR storm within the same period. Since the Ap and subsequently the SEA cannot distinguish between the individual sources of the geomagnetic disturbance, the observed 27 day signal in Ap is probably a combination of both CMEs and CIRs. This overlapping impact is supported by the generally larger maximum at day zero in comparison to the secondary peaks. Furthermore, the OH observation period overlapped with the declining phase of the solar cycle, and consequently, geomagnetic activity was dominated by CIRs and influenced to a lesser degree by CMEs [Richardson et al., 2000] . This might explain the fact that the secondary peaks are stronger during the OH period than in the O 3 time interval, which is true for absolute values as well as with respect to the corresponding major maximum, because a pure CIR-induced 27 day signal would reveal three maxima of similar amplitude.
Results and Discussion
In order to analyze the relation between Ap, OH, and O 3 in more detail, the OH and O 3 amplitudes of both hemispheres during winter conditions at 75 km are displayed in Figures 2c and 2d . This altitude-season interval was chosen because the largest OH (O 3 ) peaks are found at~75 km, consistent with the results reported by Andersson et al. [2014] . The NH OH amplitude (Figure 2c ) closely follows the Ap signal (Figure 2a ), also revealing a pronounced 27 day cycle marked by a major peak at day 0 and two secondary maxima at day ±27, which are about half as strong as the major one. Note that the three peaks in Ap and OH are not suitable to quantify the relationship between Ap and OH, since there might be a threshold of geomagnetic activity which has to be exceeded before OH enhancement is initialized (see section 3.3). Furthermore, these three maxima are closely surrounded by negative OH amplitudes, which are caused by the subtraction of the 27 day running mean (see section 2.1). This fact might also partly contribute to missing apparent positive OH amplitudes around day ±9 and day ±18. Additionally, the respective Ap signal is below the 95% significance level. Considering that the significance level was estimated by using the error of the 27 day running mean, larger errors are associated with the maxima due to the generally larger variability on these days. Thus, the final error value depends on the SEA day (e.g., see Figure 2a ). However, it is more reasonable to evaluate the maximum trace gas amplitudes in comparison to the error of the background. In this case the term "background" refers to the period of weak Ap signals in the investigated SEA interval. Based on Figures 2a  and 2b , the error of Ap quiet time is defined by the arithmetic average of all errors from day À20 to À5 and +5 to +20. Consequently, the significance of the trace gas amplitudes was estimated using the constant error of Ap quiet time, revealing that the peaks at day 0 and day À27 exceed the significance level of 95%. In the SH an in-phase OH response associated with Ap is also visible at day 0, which is above the 95% significance level. In contrast, the secondary peaks are missing, and the pattern is generally noisier compared to smaller by a few events (2-7), and changes of the maximum amplitudes at 75 km are negligible (<0.3%) While the OH chemical lifetime throughout the mesosphere is short ( approximately seconds to minutes), the overall lifetime of HO x can be up to hours due to the longer lifetime of H around 80 km and above. Our analysis of OH nighttime observations should not be affected by any daytime photochemical effects. Nevertheless, we conducted a sensitivity study to rule out possible influences from solar UV-induced OH signal. Therefore, Lyman alpha (Ly α) was used as a proxy for solar UV radiation and the SEA was repeated for daily Ly α observations. The corresponding results in both hemispheres for the sampling of the OH and O 3 observations (Figures 2e and 2f ) reveal a 27 day signal, but the maxima are much broader and are also shifted by a few days compared to the respective Ap signatures. Occasionally, the increase or decrease of the Ly α signal does fit the respective response of the trace gas amplitudes; e.g., the Ly α rise in the NH around day À30 and day À3 approximately matches the increase/decrease of the OH/O 3 amplitude. However, in both cases the Ly α signal continues to grow and remains high even for a few days after the corresponding trace gas maxima. Furthermore, the Ly α signal drop is not visible in OH, while O 3 amplitudes become slightly positive. Thus, solar UV radiation influence cannot be completely ruled out for the entire period of ±30 days from these observations, but it is unlikely to influence the 27 day signatures in OH and O 3 , whose timing and shape strongly resemble the Ap signal. Consequently, it is reasonable to conclude that the three maxima of the 27 day signal in OH and O 3 are primarily attributable to geomagnetic activity.
Altitude Dependency
In addition to the results presented in Figure 2 , the SEA results of the entire height interval are displayed in Figures 3a-3d . The positive OH amplitude in the NH (Figure 3a) is present throughout the complete altitude interval and maximizes at 75 km, reaching +14% or about +0.1 ppb in absolute numbers if the respective OH 
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background is considered (see Figure 1a) . The response generally lasts for 1-2 days, which could be probably attributed to occasionally longer-lasting high Ap events and the fact that the majority of energetic precipitating particles from CIR storms are usually delayed by a few days after the geomagnetic peak. These characteristics also hold for the secondary maxima at day ±27, which are about half as strong as the major one. The OH amplitudes at day 0 are generally above the significance level of 95% except for the lowermost and uppermost altitude level, while the secondary maxima only exceed this significance level from 70 to 75 km (day À27) and at 68 km (day +27). The three maxima of the OH amplitude exceed the precision error of <2% at nearly all heights, further supporting that the observed 27 day signal is an actual feature and not caused by measurement noise.
In the SH the OH amplitudes (Figure 3b ) are generally smaller, on average reduced by a factor of 2 compared to those in the NH, and the overall response is noisier, possibly due to the smaller number of events (see section 2.1). Therefore, the 27 day cycle is less pronounced below 75 km and vanishes at altitudes above, but at least the clear OH amplitude maximum at 75 km at day 0 (~+8%) is above the 95% significance level and additionally exceeds the precision error of~1%. This interhemispheric asymmetry cannot be explained by differences in the geomagnetic activity, because Figure 2 shows that the corresponding SH winter Ap signal from 2004 to 2009 (21.0) is slightly stronger at day 0 compared to the respective peak in NH winter (18.9). Additionally, the 27 day cycle is also only a little less distinct in the SH than in the NH. These results of the OH amplitude in both hemispheres are, in general, in agreement with the observations reported by Andersson et al. [2012] , who investigated the same OH data but used slightly different filter criteria.
Note that they did not analyze the 27 day signal; however, their correlation analysis also showed best agreement between NH OH vmrs and electron precipitation at 70-78 km and substantially less pronounced structures in the SH. The interhemispheric difference could partly be attributed to the larger SH OH background during winter (see Figure 1a) , because the presented OH amplitudes are relative deviations to the respective background. Consequently, even if the absolute variations between the two hemispheres during winter are small, the relative differences cannot be neglected. In detail, the SH winter OH background is larger by about~75% at heights ≤70 km and about~30% at altitudes above compared to the corresponding NH OH background. However, since the absolute OH variations are also higher in the NH (~0.07 ppb at day 0) than in the SH (~0.05 ppb at day 0), a different hemispheric forcing might play an additional role. It should be further considered that the MLS solar zenith angle sampling is not the same in both hemispheres, and an impact of the differences in time of day variations on night measurements cannot be ruled out. In fact, SH observations are performed during deeper night conditions at solar zenith angles between 114°and 128°, while the corresponding NH range is 108°-125°. Additionally, the higher SH OH background probably requires higher particle fluxes to cause measurable OH variations [Verronen et al., 2011] . This is discussed in more detail in section 3.3, but a final conclusion explaining the interhemispheric differences cannot be drawn at this point.
Figures 3c and 3d reveal that the negative O 3 impact due to geomagnetic activity in both hemispheres is restricted to altitudes >70 km. The maximum O 3 amplitudes are observed at 75 km and reach values of about À6 to À7% (À0.1 ppm absolute variation) at day +1 and approximately À2 to À3% for the secondary maxima at day À26 and +28. While only the SH major maximum at 75 km at day +1 is above the significance level of 95%, all three maxima in both hemispheres exceed the precision error of <0.5%. The influence of geomagnetic activity is already apparent at day 0 and is present until days 3 and 4, depending on altitude. In general, these observed features are in agreement with the results presented by Andersson et al. [2014] , who, in contrast, reported a larger O 3 depletion because they only considered the largest 60 particle events in contrast to more than 200 events used in this study. The reason that no O 3 feedback is observed below 70 km is likely due to the generally low OH vmr (<0.5 ppb; see Figure 1a ). The corresponding absolute OH variation induced by geomagnetic activity is therefore also small and probably cannot cause noticeable O 3 changes. Thus, the O 3 results are consistent with the presented OH observations and Ap measurements. The SEA was also carried out for ±90 days in order to investigate the behavior beyond the secondary peaks. The results further confirmed the solar rotational effect from geomagnetic activity on OH and O 3 (see Figure S1 in the supporting information).
The SEA was also performed for nighttime data during summer conditions (not shown here). The results reveal that the structure of the OH amplitude is more disturbed there. This could be attributed to the lower
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data sampling due to shorter nights and does not originate from slightly different geomagnetic activity. Nevertheless, the NH major peak at day 0 exceeds the 2σ confidence level at altitudes >70 km, and the 27 day signal becomes especially apparent at 75 km, where all three maxima rise above 95% significance level. Again, SH OH response is essentially weaker and only significant at day 0 at 75 km. In contrast, the corresponding O 3 amplitude shows no response in either hemisphere, possibly resulting from the increased influence of solar radiation and the accompanying rapid O 3 recovery rates. Additionally, the SEA was also applied for OH and O 3 daytime measurements (solar zenith angle <88°), but a distinct 27 day solar rotational signal associated with geomagnetic activity was only observed for OH during winter above 70 km in the NH. The weaker/missing response of OH/O 3 in summer and during daytime is probably due to the increased influence of solar radiation. Since the major OH source in the mesosphere is the photolysis of water vapor, the relative impact of precipitating particles on OH is obviously stronger in winter and during night due to the lack of sunlight and thus lower OH background levels. O 3 exhibits rapid recovery rates when solar radiation is available. As reported by Damiani et al. [2006] , measureable O 3 depletion occurs only for the first 12 h after an SPE. Obviously, such shortterm O 3 reduction cannot be observed in the daily O 3 means used in this study.
Impact of Ap Increases on Trace Gas Amplitudes
In order to have a closer look into the relation between Ap, OH, and O 3 the focus was set on 2004-2009 to investigate the same events for both trace gases. In the next step all event days of both hemispheres were individually sorted from weak to strong events and grouped in 16 overlapping intervals of approximately equal number of 35 (NH) and 30 (SH), according to the Δ Ap (difference between Ap value at the event day and the respective 27 day running Ap mean). Weakest events are primarily observed during the minimum of the 11 year solar cycle in 2009, while stronger Δ Ap values are shifted to the years 2004-2005 when the Sun was more active. The SEA was repeated for each ΔAp group and carried out for winter conditions in the NH and SH. The corresponding results for OH (O 3 ) at day 0 (+1) at 75 km, as a function of the event magnitude (Δ Ap), are shown in Figure 4 . Here ΔAp is actually an arithmetic average of the respective interval. Note that absolute trace gas anomalies (difference between trace gas value at 1 day and the respective 27 day running mean) are displayed here to avoid differences due to the trace gas background and for direct comparisons between NH and SH. Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the particle precipitation impact on absolute vmrs of OH and O 3 primarily depends on the event magnitude and less on the geographic location.
The results reveal that the NH OH anomalies (Figure 4a ) are nearly constant for Δ Ap < 11 and mainly slightly above the 2σ confidence level (dashed line) but start to continuously increase for stronger events, showing a rise on average of about +0.12 ppb/10 ΔAp. This anomaly growth is significant, because the rise increases the error of the means of the respective OH vmrs (error bars). The pattern of the OH anomalies is generally similar in the SH, showing weak variations below 21 Δ Ap but also a strong growth of~0.09 ppb/10 Δ Ap at larger values. Thus, OH anomalies are indicated to rise only after a certain threshold of geomagnetic activity is exceeded, while ΔAp and OH anomalies are not well correlated below this threshold. This behavior suggests that only geomagnetic disturbances above a certain magnitude lead to the generation of a sufficient amount of particles that can actually precipitate down to the mesosphere and produce measurable OH anomalies. The characteristic of an apparent threshold was also observed by Verronen et al. [2011] for electron count rates. They additionally found an increase of this threshold with increasing OH background since more particles are required to cause measurable OH anomalies in higher OH background concentrations. The shift of the threshold, depending on the OH background, is also seen here, because OH only responds to higher Δ Ap in the SH in comparison to the NH, while the corresponding SH OH background increases NH OH background by about 30% (see Figure 1a) . However, the SH OH growth is based on only two measurement points and is therefore not proven definitely, but these results are at least not in conflict with the observations reported by Verronen et al. [2011] .
In contrast to OH, the O 3 results (Figure 4b ) are noisier and the absolute anomalies already increase for weaker events. NH O 3 anomalies are usually above 95% significance level and show maximum values of about À0.15 ppm at 10 Δ Ap after a strong negative rise of~À0.22 ppm/10 Δ Ap. However, the O 3 response gets small for larger ΔAp, decreasing to À0.09 ppm. The SH O 3 anomalies reveal a significant negative growth of about À0.34 ppm/10 ΔAp, before reaching an elevated level~À0.11 ppm for ΔAp > 11. This observed saturated state, of which there is at least hint in the NH, is probably only valid for weak geomagnetic activity and accompanying small ionization rates, since SPE-related O 3 depletion can reach À70% [e.g., Jackman et al., 2001] and SPEs represent stronger geomagnetic disturbances than considered in this study. Also, notable are the two positive anomalies close to 8 ΔAp, which are probably the result of the low number of event days (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . This leads to generally higher variability/noise, but reducing the number of analyzed intervals weakens the O 3 anomaly rise in the NH. A sensitivity test, using 11-16 partly overlapping intervals, confirmed that the general pattern presented in Figure 4 is robust (see Figure S2 in the supporting information).
Thus, the impact of precipitating particles on OH and O 3 is suggested to be nonlinear. In particular, no further O 3 depletion is observed for larger Δ Ap, even though the corresponding OH anomalies increase. This nonlinear relation between OH and O 3 is investigated in more detail by plotting the trace gas anomalies shown in Figure 4 against each other ( Figure 5 ). The pattern found implies that OH anomalies <0.04 ppb already lead to O 3 depletion, which might be due to a very efficient O 3 catalytic loss mechanism for small OH increases. After a certain O 3 reduction is reached (À0.1 to À0.15 ppm), a further increase of OH from 0.04 to 0.13 ppb has less effect on O 3 . These characteristics were also observed at 70 km (not shown here), suggesting that the pattern is not a random feature. Consequently, the observed behavior might indicate that the reactions involving OH and O 3 have reached equilibrium, and additionally, produced OH does not further contribute to O 3 depletion. At this point, it should be considered that the HO x catalytic reaction cycles, involving OH, H, and HO 2 , destroy O 3 by reacting with O 3 and O (both known as active odd oxygen) and converting these odd oxygen species into less active O 2 . When O 3 is rapidly depleted, overall odd oxygen concentration decreases, and the corresponding reaction rates for HO x reaction cycles also decrease, making further O 3 depletion less effective. Therefore, an increase of OH will lead to stronger OH anomalies with respect to the corresponding O 3 anomalies, and consequently, the HO x -O 3 system could easily reach equilibrium for weak OH enhancements. In addition, during these chemical processes, the partitioning of HO x species could be altered, and consequently, OH alone would not be the best indicator for HO x enhancements induced by geomagnetic activity. However, validating this hypothesis would require a detailed modeling beyond the scope of this paper, and an altered partitioning of the HO x species does not affect the observed results in regard to the individual relations between Ap/OH and Ap/O 3 . It should be further considered that precipitating particleinduced HO x production is accompanied by NO formation as well, which could in principal also contribute to the O 3 depletion, and an impact from NO enhancement on O 3 cannot be completely ruled out . However, since NO x species (=N + NO + NO 2 ) have a longer chemical lifetime compared to HO x , their impacts are usually slower and extend to longer periods. Recent satellite measurements and model studies reported by Jackman et al. [2014] support the conclusion that the short-term O 3 depletion observed here is mainly caused by HO x catalytic cycles rather than by long-lived NO x species.
Conclusions
We have investigated nighttime OH (O 3 ) vmrs from 60 to 81 (60 to 75) km inside the geomagnetic latitudes connected to the outer radiation belts and the aurora region (55°N/S-75°N/S), using EOS Aura MLS satellite data from 2004 to 2009 (2004 to 2014) . During NH winter we found a clear 27 day solar rotational cycle in OH measurements in-phase with geomagnetic activity (Ap signal), lasting for 1-2 days. Maximum amplitudes of +14% (~+0.1 ppb) are observed at~75 km, which exceed the significance level of 95%. The response is similar in the SH below 75 km, but it is essentially weaker (~+8% at 75 km) and more disturbed, and additionally vanishes at higher altitudes. We could also show a distinct 27 day solar rotational signal observed in O 3 vmr in both hemispheres during winter, which is present for 3-5 days, depending on altitude. The O 3 signal lags in time by +1 day with respect to the Ap signal and is only apparent above 70 km but can be indeed attributed to geomagnetic activity-induced OH formation. The O 3 amplitudes also maximize at 75 km (À6 to À7%;~À0.1 ppm) but exceed the 95% significance level only in the SH. Since OH (O 3 ) amplitudes in both hemispheres exceed the precision error of 1-2% (<0.5%), the observed trace gas amplitudes are unlikely to originate from measurement noise. Absolute trace gas variations at 75 km in both hemispheres suggest that OH formation induced by precipitating particles is triggered by a certain magnitude of geomagnetic activity, which depends on the respective OH background. The corresponding OH impact on O 3 is indicated to be nonlinear and slows down for increasing OH anomalies. However, this might only be valid for the relatively weak geomagnetic activity and accompanying small ionization rates investigated here, since higher O 3 depletion of about À70% has been observed for large SPEs [e.g., Jackman et al., 2001] . Thus, we conclude that particle precipitation can cause measurable 27 day signal in nighttime mesospheric OH and O 3 , if the influence of solar UV radiation is small and the magnitude of geomagnetic activity exceeds a certain threshold.
